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A NOTE FROM THE CEO

BRIAN TROUT, CEO

Greetings GHRA members! As I write this letter, I find myself inspired and energized
by the opportunities available to GHRA and humbled by the awesome responsibility
entrusted to me by the Board of Directors. I have been in the gas station and
convenience store industry for a long time and have seen up close the operations
of “buying clubs” and various trade associations. I have never seen one quite like
GHRA nor have I been associated with a Board of Directors that give selfishly of their
time and energy to support the cause of the firm. This is one of many reasons I was
attracted to the opportunity to join the staff of GHRA.

I believe GHRA is the best kept secret in the convenience store industry, as few
industry groups know of us or our collective size, and I believe GHRA will become
even more special over the next few years as we leverage our scale, increase our
awareness among consumers, and bring operational and marketing improvements to
bear on our already significant presence in the greater Houston area.

I look forward to meeting each of you and wish you all great success.

All the best,

Brian Trout
OUR MEMBERS ARE OUR MISSION!
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On this special occasion of Imamat Day, the GHRA
Board of Directors and Staff wishes you and your
family Imamat Day Mubarak, with prayers for
peace, happiness, good health, and Barakat.
Ameen.
Regards,

Imran Ali
Imran Ali
President, GHRA

Spring, TX Jamatkhana
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FUEL NEWS

The Summer of the Road Trip?
Vaccine optimism and still-cautious consumers
could lead to breakout year for summer car travel.
By Convenience Store News, CSNEWS.com

It’s been more than a year since consumers worldwide have
been forced to change their shopping habits due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. As we pass the one-year anniversary
of economic lockdowns caused by the pandemic, there’s no
shortage of talk about how consumer shopping habits have
changed, and how many of these changes will persist after
the pandemic is over.
Let’s look at some of the post-pandemic trends being talked
about at this time.
Deloitte noted that pandemic-related anxiety levels in the
U.S. have dropped by 10 percent and that worldwide anxiety
is at its lowest level since April 2020. Despite the increase in
safety perception, financial stress and employment continue
to be the second and third leading drivers of anxiety in
most countries.
Deloitte’s research also found that discretionary spending
is on the rise, with three in four U.S. consumers planning to
spend the same or more on apparel and restaurants in the
coming weeks, while also expecting to avoid congregating
with strangers and continuing to consume at home and
shop online.
A recent study by Toluna reports that two-thirds of
respondents plan to return to their in-store shopping habits
because half of them feel they have more control over
what they buy, and 41 percent think in-store is easier and
more convenient.
One out of two consumers say their buying habits have been
permanently changed by the pandemic, according to a new
study by AlixPartners, an international consulting firm.
g h ra o nl i n e.com

The study also found that internationally, consumer concerns
about health (both mental and physical) and finance are key
drivers of these permanently changed purchasing habits.
The AlixPartners study points out that the pandemic
accelerated existing trends — such as digitization and
channel-shifting — but it also has led to new habits, such
as more local travel by consumers. And the research notes
that while some online purchasing habits developed during
the pandemic will remain very strong, such as shopping for
beauty products, clothing and footwear, some are likely to
“snap back to store,” such as for grocery shopping.
I sense there’s a lot of consumer optimism about the
vaccines, and I think c-store retailers will enjoy a significant
boost to store traffic and sales this summer, especially
from summer family road trips. U.S. consumers are likely
to eschew international travel for summer vacations closer
to home. 
G H R A I N AC T ION | J U LY 2 02 1
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INDUSTRY NEWS

C-Store Sales Rebound in Q1
By Steve Holtz CSP

Coming out of Memorial Day
weekend, it’s clear Americans are
on the road again. AAA estimated
that 37 million Americans traveled
more than 50 miles over the
Memorial Day weekend, a 60%
increase from last year.

The improved conversion rates are critical for the c-store
industry, VideoMining said, since overall in-store traffic is still
down 14% compared to the seasonally adjusted pre-pandemic
levels. “But as another sign of return to normal,” it said, “timeof-day traffic patterns are shifting, with an increase [in] store
traffic in the peak period of 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.”

On top of already improving store traffic, that meant
continued good news for convenience retailers, according to
a new analysis from VideoMining Corp., a research company
that helps retailers and CPG manufacturers optimize retail
performance and shopper experience by analyzing in-store
behavior using anonymous sensing and artificial intelligence.

C-store traffic continues to be overwhelming male vs. female.
In the first quarter of 2021, 74% of c-store visitors were men,
even higher than the 2020 full year average of 71%.

“Last year, we reported a very significant drop in the pumpto-store conversion rate, as much as 30% for those who pay
at the pump,” VideoMining said in a recent blog post. “In fact,
75% of all fuel buyers drove away without making any in-store
purchase, adding to the significant financial challenges to the
c-store industry.”
However, first-quarter 2021 is already showing encouraging
trends in conversion rates, it said. “The pump-to-store
conversion was up by 12.5% for those who pay at the
pump. This helped in fuel buyers making up an important
contribution of 32% to all in-store sales. Overall, store-trafficto-buyer conversion rate was also significantly higher in
March vs. a year ago (64% vs 59%).”
08
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Other recent observations by VideoMining, which tracks
store traffic from the fuel island, into a store, and through the
checkout process.

» Shoppers spent 13.6% more time in a store in the
first quarter compared to 2020, perhaps indicating
diminishing fear from the pandemic.
» More importantly, the additional time resulted in more
sales. On average c-store shoppers bought more items
(2.6 vs. 2.4) and spent more ($9.33 vs. $7.69) in the first
quarter vs. the same time in 2019.
» Emerging categories such as hard seltzers helped
increase the average basket size, with a solid
contribution from beer and snacks. In the first quarter,
lottery and candy sales were also up significantly.
“As we approach summer,” concluded State College, Pa.based VideoMining, “it will be important to track ongoing
shifts in shopping and buying patterns that are changing
c-store heat maps. Adapting marketing and merchandising
strategies to the post-pandemic shopper would be a key to
attracting and retaining their interest in the channel.” 
ghra onl i ne.com

Convenience Store News Industry Report
By Don Longo and Angela Hanson, Convenience Store News CSNEWS.com

Despite increased regulation and a bounce-back in combustible
cigarette sales, the other tobacco products (OTP) category saw
its sales grow by 9.2 percent per store last year, making it the
fifth largest in-store category with an 8.12 percent share of sales.

2 0 2 1

Scan the QR code below to read full report

tro

Other categories that experienced strong per store sales gains last
year included edible grocery (up 10.5 percent year over year),
wine and liquor (up 32 percent), non-edible grocery (up 15.1
percent), and ice cream and frozen novelties (up 18.2 percent).

In-Store Sales by Category
PERCENT OF IN-STORE SALES

AVERAGE SALES PER STORE

TOTAL INDUSTRY SALES (IN MILLIONS)

2020

2019

2020

% change

2020

% change

27.43%

27.38%

$444,0 34

4.3%

$66,672

3.5%

Packaged beverages

13.0%

12.92%

$210,410

4.7%

$31,593

3.9%

Beer/malt beverages

10.15%

9.20%

$164,256

14.9%

$24,663

14.0%

Other tobacco products

8.12%

7.74%

$131,401

9.2%

$19,730

8.3%

Edible grocery

5.14%

4.85%

$83,217

10.5%

$12,495

9.6%

General merchandise

3.53%

3.52%

$57,096

4.3%

$8,573

3.5%

Candy

3.12%

3.17%

$50,549

2.5%

$7,590

1.7%

Salty snacks

2.67%

2.87%

$43,150

-3.3%

$6,479

-4.1%

Wine & liquor

1.97%

1.55%

$31,875

32.0%

$4,786

30.9%

Non-edible grocery

1.79%

1.62%

$28,911

15.1%

$4,341

14.2%

Fluid milk products

1.36%

1.34%

$22,071

6.0%

$3,314

5.1%

Alternative snacks

1.10%

1.11%

$17,735

3.1%

$2,663

2.3%

Ice cream & frozen novelties

0.96%

0.85%

$15,584

18.2%

$2,340

17.3%

Health & beauty care

0.67%

0.67%

$10,823

4.2%

$1,625

3.4%

Ice

0.58%

0.50%

$9,391

21.5%

$1,410

20.6%

Packaged sweet snacks

0.27%

0.28%

$4,349

0.1%

$653

-0.8%

Publications

0.21%

0.31%

$3,470

-28.1%

$521

-28.8%

All other merchandise

3.20%

3.21%

$51,865

4.0%

$7,787

3.2%

MERCHANDISE SUBTOTAL

85.25%

83.08%

$1,380,187

6.9%

$207,234

6.0%

(prepared on-site or off-site)

10.65%

11.78%

$172,437

-5.8%

$25,891

-6.6%

Hot dispensed beverages

2.38%

3.24%

$38,473

-23.7%

$5,777

-24.3%

Cold dispensed beverages

1.20%

1.31%

$19,375

-4.9%

$2,909

-5.7%

0.53%

0.58%

$8,559

-5.4%

$1,285

-6.2%

14.75%

16.92%

$238,844

-9.2%

$35,862

-9.9%

100.00%

100.00%

$1,619,031

4.2%

$243,096

3.3%

)S

MERCHANDISE
Cigarettes

FOODSERVICE
Prepared food

Frozen dispensed beverages
FOODSERVICE SUBTOTAL
TOTAL IN-STORE
g h ra o nl i n e.com
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CANDY & SNACKS

Embracing the Fourth Daypart:
Snacking
Accelerated by the pandemic, snack food consumption
is an even greater c-store opportunity now.
By Renee Covino, Convenience Store News, CSNEWS.com

NATIONAL REPORT — It’s not like people were short on
snack attacks before the COVID-19 pandemic; in fact, the
snacking category was already on the rise prior to the
pandemic. But now, the “fourth daypart” — as snacks have
become known to convenience stores — is an even bigger
focus, tightly woven into the altered fabric of consumers’
daily lives.
“The pandemic has accelerated snack food consumption,
in large part [due] to the overnight shift in eating behavior,
primarily at home, that occurred during the pandemic,”
said Carlos Castelán, managing director of The Navio Group
in Minneapolis, a retail and consumer goods business
consulting firm. During the pandemic, it became clear
that consumers turn to snacking to reduce stress and find
comfort, he added.
As consumer routines have changed, the dayparts are not
as defined as before the pandemic, so the opportunity for
10
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snacking has become even more prevalent, noted Alyssa
Barrett, customer marketing manager, convenience, for the
foodservice division at Rich Products in Buffalo, N.Y. “A midmorning or afternoon pick-me-up, in between meals or even
a late-night bite, are all occasions that c-store operators can
leverage by offering snack items all day long,” she said.
To promote all-day snacking, c-stores are running
advertising at the pump, through apps and via loyalty
programs, Barrett observed. “They’re creating bundled
offerings to entice customers, like a free bakery item with
the purchase of a cup of coffee,” she said.
Virtually any food can be a snack, and snacking can occur
at almost any time — it’s the all-day daypart, Datassential
reported in its Snacking Keynote Report, which also revealed
that 96 percent of consumers had at least one snack in the
past day, with most averaging between three and four snack
foods throughout the day.
ghra onl i ne.com

CANDY & SNACKS
According to experts, snacks with the most consumer appeal right now are:
» Immunity boosting

» Allergen free

» Plant based

» Transparent, derived from
clean ingredients/recognizable
ingredients

» Fermented
» Functional
» Whole food based

» Portion controlled

» High protein

» Safely packaged/individually
wrapped

» Diet endorsed, such as gluten
free, keto, paleo, vegan, etc.

» Portable

» Hybrid, in both flavor
combination (i.e., salty-sweet)
and in form (cake cookies,
muffin cake, dessert candy, etc.)
» Premium decorated
» Nostalgic

In addition to an immunity-boosting focus, Shapiro
advises c-store operators to follow the functional food,
stress management and weight management trends when
choosing snack-food items for their stores. “These items
should be readily available to all income levels, especially
now that the weight management category also extends to
products targeted toward kids,” she said. “Studies show that
obesity rates have risen further with the pandemic. It’s now
more important than ever to make sure kids eat more fruits
and vegetables as snacks and snack ingredients.”
Chicago-based Label Insight, which partners with retailers
and suppliers to improve product information and
transparency, recently released some specific snack trends
centered on health and flavor, which convenience stores
should consider:
Low-calorie and plant-based snack bars are growing in
popularity. Snack bar searches for flavor profiles around
“peanut ingredients/flavors” and “vanilla ingredients/
flavors” are also growing.
HEALTHIER, WITH A SIDE OF IMMUNITY
In the drugstore channel, a recent survey conducted by The
Harris Poll on behalf of CVS Pharmacy found that two-thirds
of American adults (66 percent) are snacking at home more,
and nearly three in five (59 percent) are choosing betterfor-you snacks and meal solutions more often than they
would have prior to the pandemic. More than two-thirds (70
percent) said they wished it were easier to find better-foryou food options while on the go.
Industry experts believe a focus on healthier snacks could
work well in the convenience channel, too, particularly when
targeting the younger generations.
Amy Shapiro, founder and director of Real Nutrition, a
private practice in New York City dedicated to overall
wellness, points out that today’s trends show that people
are more interested now in their immunity and in staying
healthy. “So, I think snacking will remain, but the focus will
change, along with the frequency, as we start spending less
time at home,” she told Convenience Store News.
g h ra o nl i n e.com

Easy-to-grab and -consume snack bars continue to trend
high, with searches for healthier/cleaner options such as
vegan and dairy free on the rise.
Protein bar options that qualify as “ketogenic,” “sport”
or “raw” are steadily emerging. They have high consumer
search volume, especially nutritional and post-workout
bars, reported Tim Whiting, vice president of marketing
at Label Insight.
Dried fruit like raisins, apricots and cranberries are trending
in consumer searches, probably due to the high level of
antioxidants they offer, said Whiting.
Veggie chips, veggie straws, kale chips and seaweed
chips have shown good growth over the past two quarters,
according to Label Insight data.
Beverages sweetened with sugar alternatives like stevia or
monk fruit, or beverages that are free from all sweeteners,
are worthy of c-store attention. High-sugar beverages are an
area of concern for health-conscious shoppers. 
G H R A I N AC T ION | J U LY 2 02 1
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TECHNOLOGY

Merchants Call
on Fed to Cut
Debit Card
Swipe Fee
Adapted from article by Thomas Mulloy | CStore Decisions

Association cites falling costs to banks, greater fraud burden
on merchants as reasons to lower electronic transaction fees
in all retail environments.
The Merchants Payments Coalition called on the Federal
Reserve to revise debit card swipe fee regulations adopted a
decade ago, citing a new Fed report showing banks’ average
cost of processing the transactions has fallen by half.
“The Fed was required to regularly review these fees and was
expected to adjust them if the cost of processing transactions
went down,” MPC Counsel Doug Kantor said. “Banks’ costs
have constantly fallen but merchants are still paying as
much as they were a decade ago. It’s time for the Fed to
finally make good on what was expected. This is particularly
important as the use of debit cards continues to increase.”
The Merchants Payments Coalition represents retailers,
supermarkets, convenience stores, gasoline stations, online
merchants and others fighting for a more competitive
and transparent card system that is fair to consumers and
merchants.
“Debit card routing goes hand-in-hand with the fees that
are charged,” Kantor said. “Routing is key to competition,
which is essential to any free market. Online shopping has
grown tremendously since routing choice was made law,
especially during the pandemic. For routing competition to
be meaningful, it must apply no matter where a purchase
is made.”
Debit reform law passed by Congress in 2010 directed the
Fed to adopt regulations requiring that the swipe fees banks
charge merchants to process debit card transactions be
“reasonable” and also “proportional” to banks’ costs. The
regulations, which took effect in 2011 and apply only to banks
with $10 billion or more in assets, allow fees up to 21 cents per
transaction plus an extra 1 cent for fraud prevention and 0.05
percent of the transaction amount for fraud loss recovery.
Banks can charge more if they set the fees themselves rather
than Visa and Mastercard setting the fees centrally, but no
major banks have done so.
A Fed survey found banks’ average cost of processing debit
transactions was about 8 cents as of 2009. The cost has
steadily fallen in new surveys conducted every two years
g h ra o nl i n e.com

since then and stood at 3.9 cents as of 2019, according to the
latest Fed survey, which was released on May 14. That means
the 21-cent figure has doubled from about 2.6 times banks’
cost to 5.4 times the cost. Additionally, the Fed survey shows
merchants are shouldering a greater portion of fraud, further
evidence that the fraud adjustments are outdated and should
be removed completely.
“The original level was far out of proportion to banks’ cost
to start with and has become even more out of line as the
average cost has gone down,” Kantor said. “This clearly
does not meet the law’s requirement that these fees be
‘proportional’ to cost.”
The Fed said it will continue to review debit fees and “in
light of the most recent data … may propose revisions in the
future” but did not make any immediate commitment to
lower the fees.
The amount charged to process debit transactions has
become more important with growth in debit card use. The
survey found the dollar value of debit transactions has grown
an average 8.1 percent per year since 2009. Debit swipe fees
totaled $24.3 billion in 2019, up from $16.2 billion in 2009.
Credit and debit processing fees are most merchants’ secondhighest cost after labor and drive up prices paid by the
average household by hundreds of dollars a year.
The Fed on Friday also proposed new regulations clarifying
another provision in the law guaranteeing merchants the right
to choose where to route debit transactions. The provision
required banks to enable debit cards to be processed over
at least two unaffiliated networks – typically either Visa or
Mastercard plus one of the dozen competing debit networks
such as Pulse, Star or Shazam.
The requirement has brought competition to debit processing
for in-store transactions. However, some of the largest banks
currently only enable cards to allow merchants to use an
alternative debit network if a PIN is entered. That removes
merchants’ choice online, where a PIN cannot be entered,
leaving them with access only to Visa and Mastercard and
not competitors. Debit networks have the ability to process
transactions without a PIN, but “PINless” capability has been
enabled on fewer than half of debit cards.
The Fed said its new regulations will clarify that debit cards
must be usable with at least two networks online as well
as in-store and said the issue has become “increasingly
pronounced because of the continued growth in online
transactions, particularly in the COVID-19 environment.”
With the PIN issue limiting routing options, the Fed survey
found networks operated by Visa and Mastercard accounted
for two-thirds of debit transaction processing in 2019. In
addition, online debit volume was growing at 17.9 percent
a year, more than four times the in-store growth rate of 4.2
percent. Average online debit purchases were also nearly
twice as large as those in stores, at $61.36 compared
with $32.65. 
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Putting Convenience in Context
By Convenience Store News

C-Store customers want a shopping experience
that eases their anxiety, not adds to it.
More than a year since the COVID-19 pandemic took hold, disrupting
almost every aspect of the daily lives of Americans, it’s not surprising
that U.S. convenience store shoppers define “convenience” right now
foremost as “fast, quick, in-and-out” and “easy, simple, no hassle or
stress.” C-store customers want a shopping experience that eases
their anxiety over virus concerns, not adds to it, according to the
findings of the 2021 Convenience Store News Realities of the Aisle
Study, which surveyed 1,500-plus consumers who shop a c-store at
least once a month. Other interesting findings from the study include:

Convenience Store Shopper Definitions of ‘Convenience’
Fast/quick/in-and-out

37%

Easy/simple/no hassle or stress

27%

Nearby/close to house/on my way

16%

Essential items/everything need/one stop

15%
7%

Good organization/easy to find

they typically visit the

5%

Good value/low prices
Accessible/easy access

3%

Quick checkout/no lines

3%

Helpful/friendly customer service

3%

Gas available

3%

Expensive/higher prices

of c-store shoppers say

6%

Items available/in-stock

3%

Good variety

2%

Convenience — general

2%

Snacks available

2%

Beverages available

2%

Comfortable

2%

24 hours/extended hours of operation

2%

Among c-store
shoppers, the word
“convenience” means
speed most of all. Ease
of shopping, a store
location in close proximity,
and availability of essential
items also top their list.

Performance Ratings for Convenience Store Shopped Most Often
Excellent/very good

14

Good

Fair/poor

69%

General convenience

26%

Speed of shopping

65%

28%

Employee friendliness

62%

27%

4%
7%
10%

Store cleanliness

60%

31%

9%

Products needed are in-stock

58%

31%

11%

Employee helpfulness

58%

Store organization

55%

13%

19%
35%
29%

9%

Loyalty program

54%

Prepared food quality

53%

33%

Variety of products

52%

34%

Store look/feel

51%

Contactless shopping options

46%

Fun to shop

44%

Price of products

42%

31%

27%

Embraces cutting-edge tech

41%

35%

24%

G H R A I N AC T ION | JU LY 2021
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%

18%
15%
14%

37%
33%
36%

11%

same store every time.

When asked to rate their
usual c-store on a variety
of attributes, shoppers give
the highest marks to their
store’s general convenience,
speed of shopping, and
employee friendliness.

Areas that shoppers feel
could use improvement are:
• Embracing cutting-edge technology
• Price of products

20%

• Being fun to shop

20%

•Availability of contactless
shopping options

ghra onl i ne.com

HUMAN RESOURCES

Managing Turnover in
Your Convenience Store
By ReadyConvenience

The convenience store industry has historically suffered from a high
turnover rate. Changes to the labor force in the past year have put more
stress on managers to retain quality employees. It’s time to change your
thinking on turnover at your store. Here are some ideas to get you started.
The convenience store industry has historically suffered from
a high turnover rate. Changes to the labor force in the past
year have put more stress on managers to retain quality
employees. It’s time to change your thinking on turnover at
your store. Here are some ideas to get you started.
DETERMINE AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF TURNOVER
Retaining 100% of your convenience store employees is
not a realistic goal, nor should it be. You will still have to let
people go when they’re not a good fit for your team, and
even loyal employees will have to change jobs sometimes.
Take a look at what your turnover rate is now, and set a goal
to decrease it by a specific percentage in the next period.
You may also want to set different goals based on different
position levels. Part-time positions will likely have higher
turnover rates than management positions, for example,
and your retention goals should reflect those differences.
FIND THE WHY BEHIND YOUR TURNOVER RATE
If you don’t know why you’re losing employees, you need
to find out. Dig deep. If an employee leaves for “a better
opportunity,” find out why they were looking for that
opportunity in the first place. Exit interviews are critical to
improving employee retention in your convenience store.
The more of them you do now, the less you’ll have to do in
the long run.

CONNECT THE DOTS BETWEEN TRAINING AND TURNOVER
Training reduces turnover on multiple levels. Employees
who feel capable, worthy, and successful will be loyal to
the company that helps them feel that way. Your training
program should include courses that develop both hard
skills and soft skills. Hard skills – such as how to merchandise
products and use the POS system – give employees the
confidence they need to do their jobs. Soft skills – such
as time management and problem-solving – help employees
achieve their true potential in the workplace.
GIVE EMPLOYEES WHAT THEY WANT (IT MAY NOT BE
WHAT YOU THINK)
The employer-employee dynamic has shifted, and
employees know it. The truth is, you need them just as much
as they need you. To maintain a workforce into the future,
you must offer what other employers don’t. This isn’t just
about money. Employees are more likely to stick around if
they feel appreciated and part of a team. They want to work
for a company that shares their values and appreciate their
uniqueness. Be that company.
Improving your employee turnover rate won’t happen
overnight. Implement a strategic and smart team building
effort and you will see it change over time. 

g h ra o nl i n e.com
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Welcome
Members
On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff at GHRA,
please welcome our new members:

GIDDY UP GAS & GROCERY

FRIENDSWOOD CORNER

MUNCH N SIP

365 MART

INDIGO STORE

TIME MART AT JORDAN RANCH

365 MART

QUICK FUEL

SMILEY’S EXPRESS #15

BUILD YOUR VARIOUS OPEN POSITIONS
CAREER WITH US!

GHRA is excited to provide this online training,
for only $65.

TCEQ
TCEQ Mandatory
Mandatory

Members purchasing the online training will
receive a unique code from GHRA.

Underground
Underground Storage
Storage

This training takes about 4-6 hours and
must be completed within 30 days from
start.

Tank
Tank (UST)
(UST) A/B
A/B
Operators
Operators Training
Training

g h ra o nl i n e.com

Pay by money order or deduct $65 from
your quarterly rebate.
REGISTRATION FORM IS AVAILABLE AT
WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM
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